Everyone seems to want to throw company executives in jail these days.

It started with corporate manslaughter and occupational health and safety legislation that aimed to jail executives in the event of the death of a worker. Victoria tried it in 2002, but withdrew. The Australian Capital Territory government passed laws in 2003 leaning in this direction. New South Wales has had these laws since 2000 and wants to introduce more.

The trend continues with the Federal Government now announcing laws to jail executives who collude with competitors to fix prices and control markets.

It seems that the job of a corporate executive has become pretty dangerous. They are being targeted by powerful regulators, unions, and non-government organizations. But to understand the issues, it is necessary to understand the dilemma of the corporation.

At their core, corporations exist to make money for their shareholders. Managers run firms to make the money. Because managers don't own the firms, they are protected from financial liability if they go broke. But under the well-known agent–principal problem, managers have the opportunity to manipulate operations of the firm for personal benefit. Groups of managers can collude to rig the rules of the firm to maximize personal benefit or to engage in fraud.

In cases of fraud, the criminal law comes into play and executives can find themselves in jail. This has happened with the collapses of Enron and WorldCom in the USA. Even the USA home-maker queen, Martha Stewart, has recently done time, Australia has its own numerous examples. Importantly, the criminal law acts to protect shareholders, consumers and other traders.

But in threatening executives with jail, the criminal law applies important protections: there is a presumption of innocence; people are held responsible for their own actions; individuals, not the collective, are charged; the prosecution must prove its case beyond reasonable doubt; there is trial before jury; rights to appeal are extensive; and so on.

The foregoing is very different to civil prosecution, where lower levels of proof apply and trial can be before a judge alone. Fines apply; not jail terms. The company as a collective can be sued and will normally suffer the financial penalty for the actions of its managers.

If justice is to be served, executives, indeed anyone, should only face jail if the principles of criminal law apply. This is where corporate manslaughter and some safety laws have gone astray.

The new federal laws will shift the focus. Executives who contemplate price-fixing and market-manipulating collusion must also contemplate the risk of jail. Such laws may help address the agent–principal problem. But executives deserve justice as well. The federal laws will only have credibility if the full principles of criminal justice apply. Any replication of the NSW approach deserves to be rejected.
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